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Mesh Saliency via Spectral Processing
Ran Song and Yonghuai Liu
Aberystwyth University, UK
and
Ralph R. Martin and Paul L. Rosin
Cardiff University, UK
We propose a novel method for detecting mesh saliency, a perceptually-
based measure of the importance of a local region on a 3D surface mesh.
Our method incorporates global considerations by making use of spectral
attributes of the mesh, unlike most existing methods which are typically
based on local geometric cues. We first consider the properties of the log-
Laplacian spectrum of the mesh. Those frequencies which show differences
from expected behaviour capture saliency in the frequency domain. Infor-
mation about these frequencies is considered in the spatial domain at mul-
tiple spatial scales to localise the salient features and give the final salient
areas. The effectiveness and robustness of our approach are demonstrated
by comparisons to previous approaches on a range of test models. The ben-
efits of the proposed method are further evaluated in applications such as
mesh simplification, mesh segmentation and scan integration, where we
show how incorporating mesh saliency can provide improved results.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Compu-
tational Geometry and Object Modeling—Curve, surface, solid, and object
representations
General Terms: Algorithms, Applications
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Mesh saliency, Spectral mesh process-
ing, Mesh simplification, Mesh segmentation
1. INTRODUCTION
Mesh saliency is a measure that attempts to capture the importance
of a point or local region on a 3D surface mesh in a similar way to
human visual perception. The human perceptual system is able to
detect visual saliency extraordinarily quickly and reliably, even for
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novel scenes. The term ‘saliency’ is often considered in the con-
text of bottom-up computations [Itti et al. 1998]. However, devel-
opment of bottom-up computational models which simulate this
basic intelligent behavior remains a profound challenge in com-
puter vision and graphics. Mesh saliency detection methods usually
merge perceptual criteria inspired by low-level human visual cues
with mathematical measures based on discrete differential geome-
try, such as curvatures. Overall, however, saliency must efficiently
and effectively reflect perceptually important regions on a 3D mesh,
which curvature alone may not capture. While mesh saliency may
not outperform mesh curvature as a surface analysis tool in all ap-
plications, it provides an alternative approach when processing 3D
meshes, based on perceptual mechanisms rather than purely local
geometric measures of shape.
1.1 Related work
Research into 3D mesh saliency is largely inspired by correspond-
ing work on 2D images [Itti et al. 1998; Walther and Koch 2006;
Hou and Zhang 2007; Goferman et al. 2010]. In particular, the con-
cept of scale space has been successfully extended to the mesh do-
main. In 2D vision, scale spaces are usually constructed by ma-
nipulating downsampled images with various operators. Accord-
ing to cognitive psychology, within a certain band of spatial res-
olutions, saliency should be invariant under scale changes [Intrili-
gator and Cavanagh 2001]. Typically, the regions which capture
our visual attention in an image should be consistent with those
which do so in a downsampled version of the same image; down-
sampling, in essence, discards detail. Analogously, for 3D meshes,
scale space is usually constructed by producing a bank of meshes of
different smoothness. To simulate scale-invariance, existing meth-
ods for detecting 3D mesh saliency often perform operations us-
ing a difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) scale space. Experiments have
demonstrated that such a multi-scale computational model of mesh
saliency has significantly better correlation with human eye fixa-
tions than either a random model or a curvature-based model [Kim
et al. 2010].
Early work on saliency detection for 3D models focused on find-
ing saliency in 2D projections of meshes. Guy and Medioni [Guy
and Medioni 1997] took a scheme for computing a saliency map
based on edges in a 2D image, and applied it to 3D data; the goal
was to smoothly interpolate sparse and noisy 3D data to obtain
dense surface information. In [Yee et al. 2001], the saliency of a
3D dynamic scene was computed based on a coarsely rendered
2D projection then use of the method in [Itti et al. 1998]. This
saliency-based strategy led to accelerated and improved global il-
lumination computation in pre-rendered animations. Mantiuk et al
[Mantiuk et al. 2003] used a 2D saliency algorithm to guide real-
time MPEG compression of an animated 3D scene. In general, es-
timating saliency in 2D projections of meshes does not sufficiently
utilise depth information within the original data, which, as men-
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tioned in [Howard 2002], is a key stimulus for human perception of
a static scene.
More recently, extensive work has considered computing
saliency directly from 3D structure. This work shows that mesh
saliency is a flexible, and indeed, somewhat ill-defined concept that
can vary according to application, while being of broad interest to
the community. [Pauly et al. 2003] proposed a multi-scale method
to extract line-like features using surface variation as a saliency
measure based on eigenvalues of the local covariance matrix. [Lee
et al. 2005] computed mesh saliency using a center-surround oper-
ator on Gaussian-weighted curvatures in a DoG scale space. They
also provided methods to incorporate saliency into mesh simplifi-
cation and view selection. [Howlett et al. 2005] evaluated saliency
for simplified meshes. In [Gal and Cohen-Or 2006], salient geomet-
ric features based on curvatures were introduced to improve part-
in-whole matching. [Shilane and Funkhouser 2007] developed an
approach to compute the distinctive regions of a 3D surface and
applied it to shape matching, icon generation and mesh simplifica-
tion. [Castellani et al. 2008] proposed a method for detecting and
matching salient points from multi-view meshes, where saliency is
determined by generating a multi-scale representation of a mesh in
a DoG scale space. [Feixas et al. 2009] focused on viewpoint selec-
tion and developed a method to compute view-based mesh saliency
using mutual information between polygons. [Leifman et al. 2012]
proposed an algorithm for detecting surface regions of interest and
explored how to select viewpoints based on these salient regions.
[Chen et al. 2012] proposed a regression model to predict mesh
saliency based on learning from data collected in a large-scale on-
line user study.
While local geometric cues do indeed influence where in an im-
age or a mesh people focus their attention, saliency actually de-
pends on a few basic principles of human visual attention, as shown
by psychological evidence [Treisman and Gelade 1980; Wolfe
1994; Koch and Poggio 1999]. These include not only local con-
siderations, but also global considerations. Responses to frequently
occurring features are suppressed while at the same time sensitivity
is retained to features that deviate from the norm [Koch and Pog-
gio 1999]. [Shilane and Funkhouser 2007] and [Chen et al. 2012]
deliver semantic saliency with a certain amount of global meaning
provided via learning rather than a specific mechanism. [Shilane
and Funkhouser 2007] used a training database, but the detected
distinctive regions undesirably changed with training database.
However,a large-scale user study reported in [Chen et al. 2012]
showed that saliency should remain highly consistent even with
different prior knowledge. Unfortunately, the method proposed in
[Chen et al. 2012] requires a per-category training where the train-
ing set size is extremely large—19/20 of the entire category size.
When training is performed only on meshes from different cate-
gories, the results deteriorate. Our work is also closely related to
[Song et al. 2013] which detects points of interest by considering
saliency from a spectral point of view. However, it merely targets a
specific application, and the approach differs in several significant
ways: in terms of how the spectrum is constructed, how it is anal-
ysed, and how the resulting information is transferred back to the
spatial domain. In [Song et al. 2013], the spectrum is construted
by calculating the eigenvalues of the Laplace-Beltrami spectrum
which only considers mesh topology. Due to the high computa-
tional cost, [Song et al. 2013] merely analyses a fixed small number
of smallest eigenvalues, which means that most of the spectral in-
formation is wasted. To transfer the information to spatial domain,
it proposed a curvature-weighted method based on diffusion, which
however tends to detect shape extremities and is sensitive to noise.
Fig. 1. Left: some meshes; Middle: Laplacian matrices of the meshes;
Right: Laplacian spectra of the meshes
These lead to poor performance on saliency localisation as shown
in our comparisons in Section 4.1.
1.2 Our work
This paper proposes a general and fully automatic method for de-
tecting mesh saliency, requiring no prior information and no learn-
ing. On one hand, the global nature of mesh saliency is captured by
considering the spectral attributes of the log-Laplacian spectrum
of a mesh. By carefully analyzing these attributes, we reveal and
demonstrate that the irregularity of the log-Laplacian spectrum of a
3D mesh is highly related to the saliency of the mesh. We also offer
a computational model to efficiently and effectively capture such
irregularity and transfer it from the frequency domain to the spatial
domain. Nevertheless, the proposed algorithm considers the mesh
at multiple spatial scales to detect salient features of various sizes.
This multi-scale analysis allows the saliency estimates from differ-
ent scales vote against each other, leading to accurate localisation
of more reliable saliency values. To tackle the major hurdle in the
use of spectral mesh analysis, the high computational cost caused
by the eigendecomposion of large Laplacian matrices, we use a
saliency mapping scheme. Combination of both local and global
considerations results in improved detection of saliency compared
to methods merely considering local spatial cues.
Our approach is presented in detail in Sections 2 and 3. We then
experimentally demonstrate its robustness, effectiveness and effi-
ciency in Sections 4 and 5; we also explore applications of mesh
saliency to mesh simplification, mesh segmentation and scan inte-
gration. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section 6.
The main contributions of this paper are threefold:
(1) We use spectral mesh processing to develop a generic, bottom-
up method for 3D mesh saliency detection which does not
require any learning process. It combines local multi-scale
saliency with global spectral response, leading to improved
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. VV, No. N, Article XXX, Publication date: Month YYYY.
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Fig. 2. Plots of the eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix corresponding to the eight smallest nonzero eigenvalues
Fig. 3. (a) Mesh segmentation (courtesy of [Zhang et al. 2012]); (b) Mean curvature where warmer colours show higher curvatures; (c) and (d) Saliency from
our method: warmer colours show higher saliency.
saliency detection for 3D meshes, as demonstrated by com-
parative experiments.
(2) We integrate our approach to saliency detection with mesh sim-
plification, a classic application of mesh saliency. We demon-
strate that simplification guided by our mesh saliency outper-
forms not only traditional simplification methods, but others
based on saliency.
(3) We explore novel applications of mesh saliency to the prob-
lems of mesh segmentation and scan integration. These are
active and significant topics in computer graphics, yet little
attention has been paid to perception-inspired strategies. Our
saliency-guided methods are shown to provide promising and
robust results.
2. MESH SALIENCY VIA SPECTRAL
PROCESSING
In information theory, a signal can be decomposed into two
components separately representing innovation and redundancy.
From the perspective of statistics, such redundancy corresponds
to statistically-invariant properties of the environment [Ruderman
1994]. [Hou and Zhang 2007] notes that the innovation component
of a 2D image can be approximated by a spectral residual based on
the Fourier transform.
Matrix theory [Lancaster and Tismenetsky 1985] shows that the
eigenvectors of the Laplacian of a 3D mesh play an analogous role
to the Fourier transform in terms of representing information at dif-
ferent spatial frequencieS. In this section, we show that the log
spectrum of the geometric Laplacian of a 3D mesh has some ap-
pealing attributes from the perspective of saliency detection, and
suggest how to exploit its properties in the computation of mesh
saliency.
2.1 Mesh Laplacian
In [Taubin 1995], the frequencies of a triangular mesh were defined
as the eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix based on discretisation
of the Laplacian using a weighted sum of adjacent vertices. If a
mesh M contains m vertices p1, . . . , pm, in its simplest form, the
Laplacian matrix can be computed as:
L = A−D (1)
where A is the adjacency matrix between vertices, given by
A(i, j) =
{
1 if pi and pj are neighbours,
0 otherwise, (2)
and D is a diagonal matrix in which Dii is the degree of vertex
pi. This simplest computational model merely takes into account
the topology. To incorporate local geometric information, the ad-
jacency matrix should include weights taking into account the dis-
tance between neighbouring vertices:
W (i, j) =
1
‖pi − pj‖2
A(i, j); (3)
W is subsequently normalised so that the sum of each row is 1. This
leads to the the geometric Laplacian, which we use in the remainder
of the paper:
L = W −D. (4)
It is easy to show that L is symmetric and its smallest eigenvalue
is 0. Let Λ = Diag{λf , 1 ≤ f ≤ m} denote a diagonal matrix
formed from the eigenvalues (also called the frequencies) λf of L
arranged in increasing order of magnitude (f is the frequency in-
dex), and let B denote the orthogonal matrix whose columns bi are
the eigenvectors of L. The Laplacian matrix L can be decomposed
as follows:
L = BΛBT . (5)
The Laplacian spectrum is defined as H(f) = {λf , 1 ≤ f ≤
m}. Fig. 1 shows the Laplacian matrices and Laplacian spectra for
several meshes. Although the sparse Laplacian matrices are quite
different from each other, the Laplacian spectra share analogous
trends. It was argued in [Hou and Zhang 2007] that analogous spec-
tra share much typical, uninformative content, in turn implying that
the process of detecting saliency should be consistent with remov-
ing such redundant information, or alternatively, detecting the atyp-
ical information.
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Fig. 4. Log-Laplacian spectra and averaged log-Laplacian spectra for 1, 10 and 100 meshes from the Princeton Mesh Benchmark [Chen et al. 2009]: (a)
log-Laplacian spectrum of a single mesh; (b) log-Laplacian spectra of 10 meshes; (c) averaged log-Laplacian spectrum of 10 meshes; (d) log-Laplacian spectra
of 100 meshes; (e) averaged log-Laplacian spectrum of 100 meshes.
Fig. 5. Saliency results of using different methods to compute the norm.
Both meshes come from the same database [Chen et al. 2012]. Left: Out-
Class learning. The norm is the average spectrum of all 400 meshes (com-
prising 20 classes of objects) in the database. Middle: InClass learning. The
norm is the average spectrum of the 20 meshes in the same class of objects.
Right: No learning. The norm is computed using our method. Ground truths
can be found in Fig. 12.
Several works have explored properties and applications of
Laplacian spectra and eigenstructures of 3D meshes [Pauly et al.
2006; Zhang et al. 2010; Le´vy and Zhang 2010; Zhang et al. 2012].
It is known that the eigenvectors of the Laplacian approximate the
characteristic functions for each component of the mesh and a mesh
can be represented as a linear sum of basis functions formed by the
eigenvectors. Fig. 2 shows plots of the eigenvectors of the Lapla-
cian corresponding to the first eight nonzero eigenvalues for an ant
model. The spectral mesh decomposition does not give direct cues
which indicate saliency although it clearly encodes some global in-
formation about the underlying mesh model. [Zhang et al. 2012]
utilised the global information derived from spectral attributes for
automated mesh segmentation: in Fig. 3(a), the antennae and legs of
the ants are clearly recognised to be separate from the body. On the
other hand, as shown in Fig. 3(b), mean curvature merely focuses
on local cues, but again manages to segment out the legs and anten-
nae. However, both processes fail to distinguish between the anten-
nae and the legs as two different categories. By contrast, Fig. 3(c)
shows that our saliency detection approach distinguishes the anten-
nae from the legs and regards the antennae as more salient. Geomet-
rically, the legs are very similar to the antennae since they are both
locally cylindrical and have similarly shaped tips. However, glob-
ally, the legs are articulated but the antennae are not. Furthermore,
Fig. 3(d), using a different ant model, demonstrates that our ap-
proach can distinguish articulated antennae from the legs which are
Fig. 6. Locally averaged log-Laplacian spectrum of a mesh and its irregu-
larity curve
articulated in a different manner. Another global cue is the number
of legs or antennae; a basic property of the human perception sys-
tem is to suppress responses to frequently occurring features [Koch
and Poggio 1999]: it is desirable that the antennae are regarded as
more salient than the legs.
2.2 From spectrum to saliency
Spectra have been widely used to capture global or local statistics
of 2D images. Among them, the log spectrum has proved to be a
powerful tool for the analysis of natural images. [van der Schaaf
and van Hateren 1996] analysed the log-power spectra of an exten-
sive set of natural images and proposed a scheme to reduce second-
order redundancy in images. [Oliva and Torralba 2001] suggested
a computational model for scene recognition using a logarithmic
energy spectrum. [Hou and Zhang 2007] exploited the power of the
log-Fourier spectrum in saliency detection for 2D natural images.
In this work, we use the log-Laplacian spectrum:
L(f) = log(|H(f)|) (6)
where log denotes the natural logarithm. The logarithmic transform
acts as a spectral redistributor. Unlike spectral equalisation, which
forces spectrum amplitudes to the same level at all frequencies
while honoring local variations and without modifying the phase,
the logarithmic transform changes the histogram of the Laplacian
spectrum by giving the few lowest frequencies a large range of
amplitude while placing the rest of frequencies in a narrow range.
As shown by the Laplacian spectrum in Fig. 1, the low-frequency
end has low amplitude while after the logarithmic transform, in the
log-Laplacian spectrum shown in Figure. 4, this end dominates the
range of amplitudes. The logarithmic transform amplifies variations
(in local terms) and deviations (in global terms) at low-frequencies
while suppressing them in the rest of the spectrum.
Now, as pointed out in [Koch and Poggio 1999], the human vi-
sual system regards features that deviate from the norm as informa-
tive, and is sensitive to them. It is thus to be expected that deviations
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Fig. 7. Eigenvectors of the matrix S corresponding to the first eight eigenvalues
in the spectrum are indicators of visual saliency. It is also known
that the eigenvectors of the mesh Laplacian approximatie the char-
acteristic functions for each component of a 3D mesh, which de-
pend on its global and local structure [Von Luxburg 2007]. The
eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues (frequen-
cies) of the Laplacian code information representing the most fun-
damental components [Le´vy and Zhang 2010].
Thus, using the log-Laplacian spectrum to amplify the devia-
tions in the low-frequency section of the spectrum helps us to find
the most fundamental saliencies. Furthermore, the rapid growth
of the Laplacian spectrum at the highest frequencies makes it too
sensitive—meshes from laser-scanning devices often include high
frequency noise [Huang and Ascher 2008], and a further benefit
of the log-Laplacian spectrum is that it effectively suppresses such
sensitivity at high-frequencies.
Using the idea that spectral deviations from the norm represent
saliency, naturally, our target is to capture such deviations via a
computational model. Here, it is worth querying what should be
taken as the norm. Is saliency a property that distinguishes an object
from all other objects? Or is it a property that tells us which parts
of a single object are unusual, and worthy of further attention?
The first idea leads to the idea of using an averaged spectrum
computed from many objects as the norm. Fig. 4 shows the log-
Laplacian spectra of varying numbers of objects and their averaged
spectra; the latter are locally smooth. However, 3D mesh databases
are generally small (compared with 2D image databases), so an
average spectrum may not be generic and representative. Conse-
quently, saliency based on computing spectral deviations as the
difference between the spectrum of the target mesh and the aver-
age spectrum of a number of meshes can be unreliable, as shown in
Fig. 5. For the animal, InClass learning provides better results com-
pared to OutClass learning. However, neither approach provides re-
liable saliency detection for the bust model.
The second idea means that we should find the unusual frequen-
cies within an individual spectrum. An effective way to do this is
to locally average that spectrum, smoothing it, and then look for
frequencies significantly different from the local average. Results
of doing so are also shown in Fig. 5, and it can be seen that this
approach produces reliable results for both the animal and the bust,
where the face is now indicated as salient. The latter approach has
the further benefit of not needing a set of reference objects, and the
inherent difficulty of choosing the models for such a reference set.
No learning is required.
We thus adopt a local averaging filter Jn(f) to compute the
norm:
A(f) = Jn(f) ∗ L(f) (7)
where Jn(f) = 1n [1 1 . . . 1] is an n × 1 vector. Spectral devia-
tion can now be computed as the spectral irregularityR:
R(f) = |L(f)−A(f)| (8)
Fig. 8. Plots of the eigenvectors of the matrix S corresponding to the
194th, 300th and 1499th eigenvalues
In our implementation, n = 9; changing it alters the final result
only slightly. Fig. 6 shows the locally averaged log-Laplacian spec-
trum and the spectral irregularity for a particular mesh. It can be
viewed as a compressed representation of the innovation of a mesh.
To bring this representation back to the spatial domain, we perform
a composition
S = BRBTW, (9)
where R = Diag{exp(R(f)) : 1 ≤ f ≤ m} is a diagonal ma-
trix whose entries are exponentials of the elements of R(f). We
introduce a weighting using the distance-weighted adjacency ma-
trix W to diminish the impact of more distant and unconnected
vertices. Note that each row of the Laplacian matrix L provides the
spectral transform coefficients of a vertex [Le´vy and Zhang 2010].
Similarly, each row of S corresponds to a vertex of the mesh. The
saliency map S(i) for vertex i is thus derived by summing S along
each row.
To demonstrate the proposed scheme, we calculate the eigen-
values and eigenvectors of the matrix S in Eq. (9) using the ant
model. Fig. 7 provides plots of the eigenvectors of the matrix S
corresponding to the first eight eigenvalues (eigenvalues arranged
in ascending order). In sharp contrast to Fig. 2, Fig. 7 clearly shows
the saliency captured by our method. It can be seen that the pri-
mary saliencies correspond to the most important, globally salient
regions, and in particular the antennae are captured by the smallest
frequencies (eigenvalues). In comparison, Fig. 8 shows how other
less salient regions are captured by higher frequencies.
3. MULTI-SCALE MESH SALIENCY
In [Hou and Zhang 2007], the log-Fourier spectrum is consid-
ered for detecting saliency in 2D images (at a single fixed scale)
while we investigate the log-Laplacian spectrum for detecting mesh
saliency. The Fourier transform is a powerful, well-established tool
for spectral processing of 2D images. In particular, it is invertible
as the information captured in the spectral domain can be easily
transferred back to the spatial domain via the inverse Fourier trans-
form. However, spectral mesh processing based on the mesh Lapla-
cian does not provide a reliable inverse transform, which makes our
problem significantly more challenging. In this work, we propose
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Fig. 9. Dispersed results when computing single-scale mesh saliency via
spectral processing
Eq. (9) as the basis for the transfer. However, the Laplacian spec-
trum provides a global characterisation of shape. While it has its
virtues, it does not allow for local control. Spatial localisation of
the saliency originally captured in the spectral domain is thus diffi-
cult. Also, since the spectrum is merely a discrete representation of
mesh information at a limited number of frequencies (especially as
we actually analyse the spectrum of a simplified mesh—see Section
3.3), high frequency details of local surfaces can potentially be im-
properly discarded. In fact, the results of computing a single-scale
mesh saliency via spectral processing are usually rather dispersed
as shown in Fig. 9, which was generated by constructing a local
filter tuned to the specific salient frequencies detected by the spec-
tral analysis (a ‘salient-pass’ filter) and applying that filter at each
point of the mesh. Salient features (e.g., the eyes of the head, an
ear of the horse) are not localised, as the filter operates point-wise.
To ensure more reliable results, we conduct saliency detection at
multiple scales to better determine salient feature regions.
Multi-scale analysis has been successfully used in both vision
and graphics for feature detection; it is capable of localising fea-
tures with various spatial sizes. One goal of such methods is to pro-
vide robustness to noise, since noise is usually influential at only
a few spatial scales. Multi-scale techniques have been applied in
both 2D and 3D saliency detection [Goferman et al. 2010; Lee et al.
2005; Castellani et al. 2008].
3.1 DoG scale space in 3D
The two saliency detection methods [Lee et al. 2005; Castellani
et al. 2008] have both employed difference-of-Gaussian (DoG)
scale space which can approximately achieve scale invariance by
fixing a constant size difference between adjacent scales. Given a
d-dimensional signal U : Rd → R, its linear scale-space represen-
tation F : Rd × R→ R is defined as the convolution:
F (·, t) = U(·)⊗ g(·, t), (10)
where t is the scale parameter and
g(x, t) =
1
(2pit)1/2
exp(−xTx/(2t)) (11)
is a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation σ determined by the
scale parameter: σ =
√
t. The generating equation of F in Eq. (10)
is the diffusion equation [Koenderink 1984], i.e. F can also be ob-
tained as the solution to a diffusion process:
∂F
∂t
− λ∆F = 0, (12)
where λ is the diffusion constant and ∆ denotes the Laplacian op-
erator. We may extend the DoG scale space [Lowe 2004] to 3D:
D(p, t) = U(p, t)⊗ (g(p, kt)− g(p, t))
= F (p, kt)− F (p, t) (13)
where k is a constant multiplicative factor and p ∈ M(t) denotes
a vertex on the mesh M(t). The neighbourhood region of p, over
which Gaussian smoothing is applied, is built by collecting all ver-
tices within a distance equal to 2.5
√
t, where t = t1, t2, . . . , ts
(we use s = 5) is the discretisation of the scale parameter; usu-
ally the first scale corresponds to the original mesh with t1 = 0.
Such a discrete multi-scale representation means that ∆F can be
computed by a finite difference approximation to ∂F/∂t, using the
difference of nearby scales at kt and t:
λ∆F =
∂F
∂t
≈ F (p, kt)− F (p, t)
kt− t (14)
and therefore
F (p, kt)− F (p, t) ≈ (k − 1)tλ∆F. (15)
Lowe [Lowe 2004] claimed that by carefully fixing t to a suitable
constant, the DoG function can be viewed as a close approximation
to the scale-normalised Laplacian of Gaussian, t∆F , as studied by
Lindeberg [Lindeberg 1994]. Lindeberg showed that the normali-
sation of the Laplacian by the factor t, or σ2 is required for true
scale invariance.
3.2 Dynamic DoG scale space
To achieve scale invariance, according to Eq. (15), we have
(k − 1)tλ∆F = t∆F, so k = 1
λ
+ 1. (16)
Lowe’s claim holds for a 2D image because it is a discrete repre-
sentation produced by uniform and isotropic sampling. Although a
3D mesh is also a discrete representation of a 3D surface, the sam-
pling is usually inconsistent and anisotropic. Such differences lead
to instability, particularly in areas with very low sampling densities
[Pauly et al. 2006], if Lowe’s DoG scale space is directly adopted
in 3D.
In the diffusion equation Eq. (12), λ is the diffusivity, which de-
pends on density. While constructing DoG scale space for a 2D im-
age we can simply assume that λ is a constant, but a 3D mesh has
different local densities of points. Because density can be reflected
by the distance between two neighbouring points, we introduce a
function relating density to the average of the normalised distances
between a point and its 1-ring neighbours.
k(i) =
1
λ
+ 1 =
cn∑
j∈N (i) ‖pi − pj‖
+ 1 (17)
where n denotes the number of vertex i’s 1-ring neighbours and
N (i) denotes its 1-ring neighbourhood. c is a normalisation con-
stant set to the average interpoint distance of the mesh. To compute
the Gaussians used to construct the DoG scale space, at different
vertices, we find their nearest neighbours using different distance
thresholds equal to 2.5
√
k(i)t. Eq. (13) is thus replaced by the
more sophisticated version:
D(pi, t) = |F (pi, k(i)t)− F (pi, t)| (18)
Following [Lee et al. 2005], for multi-scale saliency detec-
tion, we fix 5 scales of smoothing, corresponding to t ∈
{2, 22, 32, 42, 52} where  is 0.2% of the length of the diag-
onal of the bounding box of the model. In a region with low point
cloud density, k(i) is small and few points are detected as neigh-
bours, so this area undergoes little smoothing. Where there are only
few points, the algorithm has lower confidence that their behaviour
indicates some visually important feature. If the same behaviour is
indicated by more points, it is more likely to be a reliable feature.
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Fig. 10. Saliency maps of an octopus using different simplification meth-
ods. Top row: simplified meshes where each mesh contain 1552 ver-
tices. Bottom row: saliency maps. Left column: the clustering decima-
tion of MeshLab’s implementation of [Cignoni et al. 2008]. Middle col-
umn: the quadric edge collapse decimation of MeshLab’s implementation
of [Cignoni et al. 2008]. Right column: QSlim [Garland and Heckbert 1997]
3.3 Saliency mapping
Having constructing the scale space as a group of smoothed meshes
M(t) via Gaussian filtering using Eqs. 10 and 11, we can compute
the scale saliency map S˜(i, t) at each scale t by computing spectral
mesh saliency at scales k(i)t and t:
S˜(i, t) = |S(i, k(i)t)− S(i, t)| . (19)
We then sum the scale saliency maps at all scales to output the final
saliency map.
However, computation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the
Laplacian matrix (O(m3), where m is the number of vertices) is
time consuming. It is believed that the saliency detection process
in the human visual system operates in parallel, quickly and sim-
ply, over a very limited number of spatial resolutions [Intriligator
and Cavanagh 2001]: the human visual system is only sensitive to
changes at a limited number of fixed scales. Without a slow process
of scrutiny, humans cannot perceive details in a high-resolution im-
age or mesh. This has been used to justify downsampling of im-
ages, which greatly speeds up algorithms. For example, Alexe et
al [Alexe et al. 2010] rescaled images to s × s for five scales us-
ing s ∈ {16, 24, 32, 48, 64} to carry out multi-scale saliency detec-
tion. In [Rahtu et al. 2010], four downsampling scales were applied.
Thus, for 3D meshes, we consider reducing the number of vertices
through simplification.
Fig. 10 shows the results of employing different simplification
methods. It can be seen that saliency maps do no change signif-
icantly in the presence of local shape variation caused by differ-
ent simplification methods. This is because our method is based
on the spectral attributes of the log-Laplacian spectrum which is a
global shape characterisation. Since QSlim [Garland and Heckbert
1997] is also an edge collapse method based on quadric error met-
ric, its resultant saliency map is highly similar to the one produced
by the quadric edge collapse decimation of the open-source Mesh-
Lab implementation [Cignoni et al. 2008]. The result of clustering
Fig. 11. Saliency maps using simplification to different numbers of points
D, and different numbers of iterations i of smoothing. Left: D = 1000,
i = 1. Middle: D = 2000, i = 5. Right: D = 2000, i = 15.
Algorithm 1: Spectral Mesh Saliency
Data: A mesh M and v denotes a vertex in M
Result: Saliency map S(v)
begin
Compute a simplified mesh Mˆ containing m vertices
using QSlim;
Apply Gaussian filters on Mˆ to generate a bank of
smoothed meshes Mˆ(ts) using different scale parameters
ts, s = 1, 2, . . . , 5 (see Eq. (10) and (11));
Generate another bank of smoothed meshes Mˆ(k(i)ts)
using dynamic scale k(i)ts where k(i), i = 1, 2, . . . ,m is
computed via Eq.(17);
for s← 1 to 5 do
Calculate the saliency maps for Mˆ(k(i)ts) and Mˆ(ts)
respectively using the method in Section 2.1;
Calculate Sˆ(i, ts) as the absolute difference of the two
saliency maps;
Obtain the scale saliency map S˜(v, ts) by mapping
Sˆ(i, ts) to M using the method in Section 3.3;
Add all scale saliency maps to obtain S˜(v) and smooth
S˜(v);
Output saliency S(v) = log S˜(v)
decimation which collapses vertices by creating a grid enveloping
the mesh and simply discretises them based on the cells is also
consistent, particularly given that the pattern of the distribution of
saliency is similar to the other two. This demonstrates that our pro-
posed saliency detection method is reasonably insensitive to small
variations in local geometry, which is consistent with related find-
ings reported in [Intriligator and Cavanagh 2001].
Thus, in this work, we employ QSlim for mesh simplification.
The number of vertices retained in the simplified mesh does not af-
fect the final saliency map significantly as the very finest details are
usually not as salient as mid-scale details. For example, we notice
the feet of a dog, but not individual toenails. Clearly it is possible to
construct counterexamples, such as a sphere with a sharp spike, but
such cases infrequently arise amongst real objects. Furthermore, if
done in an appropriate manner, simplification will preserve features
such as the spike—and if there are many such features, they are not
salient.
Having obtained a saliency map for the simplified mesh, we map
it to the original mesh using a k-d-tree for speed. The saliency of
a vertex p on the original mesh is set to that of the closest point
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Fig. 12. A gallery of spectral mesh saliency. The upper part of this figure shows our results and the lower part shows corresponding pseudo ground truths
provided in [Chen et al. 2012]
pˆ on the simplified mesh. As well as providing computational effi-
ciency, saliency mapping in this way presents results in accordance
with the visual organisation rule [Koffka 1955], which suggests
that people perceive visual components as organised patterns or
wholes, instead of many different parts. This implies that a saliency
map should be coarse-grained, and a group of neighbouring points
representing some salient feature should have the same or similar
saliency. Such an effect can be provided by using various centre-
surround operators [Itti et al. 1998; Lee et al. 2005; Castellani et al.
2008] or directly using patches as primitives for analysis [Bruce
and Tsotsos 2006; Alexe et al. 2010; Goferman et al. 2010]; here it
arises from the simplification and mapping scheme.
However, simplification can lead to a result in which the saliency
is too obviously discretised over patches with jumps in values be-
tween patches, as shown in the left image in Fig. 11. Using more
points can alleviate this problem (see the middle image of Fig-
ure. 11), but at the cost of significantly greater computational ex-
pense. Instead, we smooth the saliency map using several iterations
of simple Laplacian smoothing: see the right image in Fig. 11.
The final saliency map is produced by performing a logarithmic
mapping after summing the scale saliency maps at all spatial scales
and smoothing. Overall, then, our spectral mesh saliency approach
is summarised in Algorithm 1.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We have tested our spectral mesh saliency method using vari-
ous meshes obtained from several different databases (including
the Stanford 3D Scanning Repository, the Princeton Segmentation
Benchmark [Chen et al. 2009], Cyberware 3D Models, the Water-
tight Track of the 2007 SHREC Shape-based Retrieval Contest, and
the Minolta Range Image Database [Campbell and Flynn 1998]). In
this section, we show images depicting mesh saliency visually, we
provide comparisons with other saliency methods, and we demon-
strate running time. The aim of this section is to demonstrate that
our method can detect saliency on a variety of meshes effectively
and efficiently. All experiments used a Dual Core 2.4GHz CPU
with 4GB RAM.
4.1 Visual comparisons
The Watertight Track of the 2007 SHREC Shape-based Retrieval
Contest contains 400 meshes distributed equally among 20 object
categories (human, cup, glasses, airplane, ant, chair, octopus, ta-
ble, teddy, hand, plier, fish, bird, spring, armadillo, bust, mechan-
ical part, bearing, vase, and four-legged animal). We use the data
from [Chen et al. 2012]1 as pseudo ground truth; it was produced
from data collected in a large-scale online user study using a re-
gression model trained with a leave-one-out procedure based on
meshes of the same class (InClass regression). As demonstrated in
[Chen et al. 2012], it is extremely difficult to obtain real ground
truth for saliency. Firstly, different people have different ideas of
what it means to be perceptually important if simply asked to ‘indi-
cate important regions’. Secondly, it is difficult to ask the question
in a way that does not lead them to a particular kind of answer.
Fig. 12 shows a gallery of our saliency detection results together
with corresponding pseudo ground truths. It can be seen that our
salient regions are largely consistent with the pseudo ground truths
although there are several exceptions such as the asymmetries
which appear around the legs of the two octopuses, the two pigs,
and the chair. Some of the legs of these models are more salient
than others while such asymmetries do not exist in the ground truth
data. This is because globally, these legs are not spatially symmetric
1http://points.cs.princeton.edu/supplement_sig12/
InClass/index.html
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Fig. 13. Saliency detected by our method (top) and the method in [Lee
et al. 2005] (bottom). Our results are less influenced by frequent local
changes of curvature: our method detects larger continuous regions, rather
than smaller, more isolated ones.
Fig. 14. Saliency detected by our method (top) and the method in [Shilane
and Funkhouser 2007] (bottom). Note differences in the facial features.
even if they share similar local shapes. For the octopuses, the global
positions of their legs are obviously asymmetric (see Fig. 10 for a
comparison where the legs are symmetric). The most salient leg of
the octopus at the top-right corner bends most, which at least repre-
sents some sort of computational distinction although it is inconsis-
tent with the ground truth which is purely semantic (see Fig. 26 for
a more typical example showing such inconsistency between the
computational saliency and the ground truth involving high-level
significant semantic cues). For the pigs, the back legs are in both
cases slightly more salient than the front legs, while for the chair,
the opposite is true. But if we only compare the two front (or back)
legs of the chair (or each pig), they are almost equally salient, since
they have not only the same local geometry, but also global sym-
metry with respect to each other. For the chair, the two front legs
are actually asymmetric with respect to the two back legs, due to
the presence of the back; obviously the front and back legs are not
Fig. 15. Saliency detected by our method (top) and the method in [Leif-
man et al. 2012] (bottom). Note differences in the eyes and the feet of the
angel model, and the eyes of the horse model.
Fig. 16. Saliency detected by our method (top) and the method in [Chen
et al. 2012] (bottom). Note differences in facial features such as eyes, nose
and mouth of the camel model, eyes of the David’s head model.
globally symmetric for the pigs. However, our method performs
symmetrically on strictly symmetric objects, such as the legs and
feet of the human in the top-left corner, the ears and feet of the
toy bear in the bottom-left corner, the wings of the birds in the top
centre and bottom left, and the octopus in Fig. 10, for example.
From these observations, we can see that the log-Laplacian spec-
trum provides global shape characterisation and thus the detected
saliency is closely related to the global structure of the shape, even
if such a characterisation is suppressed in the ground truth because
of high-level cues. In general, our method tends to find facial fea-
tures, limb-like structures, shape extremities and geometric protru-
sions. As [Chen et al. 2012] only provides 2D rendered views of the
results, here we can only perform a visual comparison; quantitative
assessments are made in Section 5.
We next compare our results to some produced by competing
state-of-the-art methods. Because their implementations are usu-
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Fig. 17. Saliency detected by our method (top) and the method in [Song
et al. 2013] (bottom). Note differences in the facial areas.
ally unavailable, and some methods require tuning of parameters
or specific learning data, we used our methods to compute saliency
for the same models used in the papers where the methods were
reported. Fig. 13 compares our results with those from [Lee et al.
2005]. Our results are less influenced by local changes in curvature
when they happen frequently. Consequently, our method detects
large and continuous salient regions. For instance, the tail of the
Dinosaur and the facial region of the Isis are considered salient by
our algorithm, whereas saliency is indicated in a rather disjointed
manner by [Lee et al. 2005]. Our method detects saliency in a more
global and coherent manner.
Fig. 14 compares our results with those of [Shilane and
Funkhouser 2007]. Note however that their goals are different: to
find regions that distinguish a shape from objects in a different
class, while we aim to locate the salient regions within an object.
Thus, while in [Shilane and Funkhouser 2007] the entire head of
the dog is marked, we detect facial features, such as the eyes, the
nose, and the mouth. In the bunny, both methods mark the ears
as the most salient regions. However, our method also captures
some meaningful secondary saliency such as the eyes of the bunny.
In [Shilane and Funkhouser 2007], the secondary saliency corre-
sponds to the chest.
Fig. 15 compares our results with those of [Leifman et al. 2012].
Note how our method captures the eyes of the angel and the horse
while their method fails to detect these regions. In a visual scene
that includes faces, humans have a fundamental bias to consider
eyes [Henderson et al. 2005; Pelphrey et al. 2002]. Also, the feet
of the angel model were found to be interesting by our method, but
are not distinctive according to [Leifman et al. 2012].
Fig. 16 compares our results with those of the OutClass regres-
sion in [Chen et al. 2012]. Their approach fails to mark certain
important facial features such as the eyes, nose and mouth of the
camel, and the eyes of David’s head, while they are captured by
our method. In addition, our method detects the tail of the camel as
a salient feature while their method does not.
Fig. 17 compares our results with those of [Song et al. 2013]. For
the human, the competing method tends to detect shape extremities
Fig. 18. Saliency detection for the Hippo model (containing 23K ver-
tices) using simplified meshes containing different numbers of vertices.
Left: 1000 vertices; Middle: 2000 vertices; Right: 3000 vertices.
Table I. Run Times for Computing Mesh Saliency
Model Number of Simplification Saliency detection
vertices time time
Foot 10K 0.3s 22.9s
Hippo 23K 0.6s 23.4s
Teapot 26K 0.8s 23.7s
Horse 49K 1.5s 24.4s
Dinosaur 56K 1.9s 24.9s
Isis 188K 7.1s 26.5s
Angel 237K 8.6s 27.0s
Dragon 3.6M 221.3s 43.2s
Lucy 14M 1023.8s 56.1s
such as the hands, the feet, and the nose. However, it fails to detect
most of the important facial region. For the girl bust which does
not contain significant shape extremity, the detected saliency is dis-
persed: it fails to correctly locate salient features such as the eyes
and the mouth although it roughly detects the facial region.
4.2 Degree of simplification
In our method, an important parameter which in principle balances
accuracy and computational cost is the number of vertices in the
simplified mesh (see Section 3.3). Fig. 18 shows that as long as
the number of retained points after simplification is large enough,
it does not have a significant effect on mesh saliency. This justi-
fies use of simplification to reduce the computational cost. It can
also be understood as a demonstration of the psychological claim
that in pre-attentive vision, humans tend to ignore the fine details
of an object, which correspond to the highest frequency parts in the
spectrum [Oliva et al. 2006]. An advantage of employing mesh sim-
plification as the first step is that we can efficiently detect saliency
for meshes containing a large number of vertices.
4.3 Computational cost
The complexity of mesh smoothing for constructing the scale space
is O(m) where m is the number of vertices of the simplified mesh.
Detecting saliency at each scale depends on eigendecomposition of
the Laplacian, which is O(m3). The saliency mapping is based on
closest point search and thus has complexity O(nlog(m)) where
n is the number of vertices of the original mesh. Because of the
initial simplification, the computational time of our spectral mesh
saliency method increases only slowly as the number of vertices of
the input meshes increases, as shown in Table I. For a mesh con-
taining a large number of vertices such as the Stanford Dragon and
Lucy, shown in Fig. 19, the total time is dominated by the sim-
plification process. We have employed the classic QSlim method
[Garland and Heckbert 1997] for mesh simplification, but there are
certainly more efficient simplification methods that could be used
instead.
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Fig. 19. Saliency detection for meshes containing a large number of ver-
tices. Left: saliency detection for the Dragon model (3.6M vertices); Right:
saliency detection for the Lucy model (14M vertices)
5. APPLICATIONS
Mesh saliency is of broad interest since it can potentially improve
the perceived quality of results of many mesh processing appli-
cations. Integrating mesh saliency into other algorithms is usually
fairly straightforward, and typically can be done by using saliency
as a weight map. The classic application of saliency-guided mesh
simplification was first presented by [Lee et al. 2005]. We present
quantitative comparisons through the root mean square (RMSE) er-
ror and the MESH error [Aspert et al. 2002] to demonstrate that
using saliency to guide simplification improves the results.
We also investigate other applications of mesh saliency where
conventionally little attention has been paid to perception-inspired
methods. We use saliency for mesh segmentation, using a Markov
random field-based method. We also show how saliency-guided
segmentation can be used for scan integration, improving results
both qualitatively and quantitatively relative to earlier methods.
5.1 Saliency-guided mesh simplification
To incorporate saliency information into mesh simplification, fol-
lowing [Lee et al. 2005], we weight the quadric errors used in
QSlim [Garland and Heckbert 1997] by the saliency computed
by our method. Fig. 20 demonstrates that the saliency-guided
simplification method preserves important surface details in and
around salient regions by retaining more points in such regions.
The saliency-based weighting ensures that these salient regions are
well-preserved while other regions are greatly simplified.
Fig. 20 qualitatively demonstrates that saliency guided simpli-
fication methods have significant advantages for preserving local
surface details in perceptually salient regions. We also performed
a quantitative comparison between our method and Lee’s saliency-
guided simplification [Lee et al. 2005] by measuring the RMSE
and the MESH error [Aspert et al. 2002] between the original mesh
and the simplified mesh in the expectation that these measures
would reflect the visual and geometrical differences between them.
The highly cited MESH evaluation method is an improved ver-
sion of the well-known Metro [Cignoni et al. 1998] method. Like
Metro, it also evaluates the distance between meshes but works
more efficiently. Although neither of these tools measures how well
salient areas are preserved, they are useful tools when comparing
the results of two different ways of simplifying meshes based on
saliency—we can see to what extent preserving saliency has had a
deleterious effect on faithfulness to the original mesh.
The results of the quantitative comparison are shown in Figs. 21
and 22. We tested eight meshes using three different simplification
Fig. 20. Simplification results for the MaxPlanck model. Top: models
simplified using unweighted QSlim. Bottom: simplification weighted by
saliency. Important features such as the eyes, the nose and the mouth are
better preserved in the latter case.
rates: 50%, 80% and 95%. As the simplification rate increases, the
RMSE and MESH errors become larger for both methods, as ex-
pected. However, the errors of our method are consistently lower
than those of Lee’s method: the simplified meshes produced by our
method are better approximations of the original meshes than those
produced by Lee’s method.
Most existing mesh simplification methods are designed to min-
imise a certain error function, which usually leads these methods
to try to minimise error values used in measures such as RMSE,
Metro and MESH. Strategies that do not directly use such error-
driven mechanisms usually result in larger measured errors. For
instance, since the saliency-based weight used in our simplifica-
tion method changes the original order of edge contraction deter-
mined to be the order for the minimisation of quadric error in the
QSlim method, the RMSE and MESH errors of saliency-guided
simplification methods are usually larger than those of the QSlim
method. In turn, such a change results in a better visual appear-
ance of the perceptually important regions in the simplified mesh as
demonstrated in Fig. 20. However, an interesting finding revealed
by Figs. 21 and 22, in comparison to Lee’s saliency-guided simplifi-
cation method, and without any extra mechanism dedicated to min-
imising a certain error function, our method consistently produces
smaller distance-based errors. The reason lies in the neighbour-
hood consistency of saliency computed by our method, causing
groups of neighbouring points to share similar saliency: neighour-
ing points are more likely to be treated in the same way by the
saliency weighting. In the QSlim method [Garland and Heckbert
1997], contraction occurs between two neighbouring points and the
order of contraction is dependent on the quadric value Q at each
point in the neighbourhood. A significant change in the contraction
order can be caused if the saliency-based weighting varies within a
neighbourhood. Our method changes the contraction order of QS-
lim (the optimal order for the minimisation of a distance-based er-
ror) less than Lee’s method, as, within a region, points tend to have
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Fig. 21. RMSE errors measured for various test meshes, with different simplification rates, using our method and Lee’s method [Lee et al. 2005]. Note that
the magnitudes of these errors are different because the mean edge lengths (average interpoint distances) of these meshes are different.
Fig. 22. MESH errors measured for various test meshes, with different simplification rates, using our method and Lee’s method [Lee et al. 2005]. Note that
the magnitudes of these errors are different because the mean edge lengths (average interpoint distances) of these meshes are different.
similar weights. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 21 and 22, the RMSE
and MESH errors of our method are generally lower than those for
Lee’s method.
5.2 Saliency-guided mesh segmentation
In many cases, the aim is to decide whether a point is salient
or not, rather than to determine specific saliency values. In Lee’s
saliency-guided simplification, this is answered through threshold-
ing: a point whose saliency is greater than a threshold is considered
a salient point. In [Shilane and Funkhouser 2007], a similar thresh-
olding scheme is employed for saliency-guided shape matching.
However, such a thresholding scheme is problematic: points within
generally salient regions may have low individual saliency values
and vice versa. For example, some points on the top of the lid of the
Teapot in Fig. 23 have low saliency, but the lid of a teapot should
be a salient region as a whole, as shown in Fig. 12. We thereby pro-
pose a novel method to take this into account when using saliency
to guide segmentation, the aim being to partition the mesh into con-
sistent and well-defined salient and non-salient regions.
Our method uses a Markov random field (MRF) to impose a con-
sistency constraint on neighbouring points. Such neighbourhood
consistency is much stronger than the consistency caused by Gaus-
sian smoothing or mesh simplification during saliency detection.
It ensures that a point is labeled as salient no matter how low its
saliency value is, if all its neighbours are salient.
A natural idea is to label each point as salient or not-salient using
the MRF. Unfortunately, this idea does not work well, as it causes
many salient points with high saliency values to be wrongly la-
beled as non-salient points, presumably because most points on a
mesh are non-salient, and imposition of neighbourhood consistency
tends to propagate assignment of the dominant non-salient label.
To overcome this drawback, we use a set of five labels from the
scale indices {s} = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. We define a label assignment
s = {sp,∀p ∈M}, sp ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The MRF energy function
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Fig. 23. Saliency-guided mesh segmentation for models with and without noise. Red regions are salient regions and blue regions are non-salient. (a) Original
models. (b) Saliency. (c) MRF-based salient segmentation for original models. (d) Noisy models. (e) MRF-based salient segmentation for noisy models. (f)
Thresholding-based salient segmentation [Lee et al. 2005] for noisy models.
can be expressed as:
E(s) =
∑
p∈M
Ep(sp) + β
∑
p
∑
q∈Np(s)
Epq(sp, sq) (20)
where β is a weighting parameter and theNp(s) denotes the neigh-
bourhood of p at scale s as used in Gaussian filtering in Section 3.
In Eq. (20), the observation term Ep(sp) is a one-point cost func-
tion associated with the state (label) that we are most likely to ob-
serve at point p, defined as the difference between the saliency cor-
responding to a certain scale and the largest saliency at p:
Ep(sp) =
∣∣∣M˜p(sp)−max
s
M˜p(s)
∣∣∣ , s = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (21)
where M˜p(s) denotes the saliency value of a vertex p at scale s.
The label sˆp = arg maxs(M˜p(s)) always produces the lowest one-
point labeling cost at p in such a model.
The compatibility term Epq(sp, sq) captures consistency be-
tween neighbouring points. It can be regularised by general and
scene-specific knowledge. For instance, the smoothness prior is
widely used in 2D vision applications: it suggests intensity varies
smoothly in a neighbourhood, and usually increases the robust-
ness of labeling. Scanning noise, occlusions, outliers and unreliable
triangulations can lead to unreliable saliency detection, turning a
point in a non-salient region into a salient point or vice versa. This
consistency constraint often corrects such issues by encouraging
similarity of labels at adjacent points:
Epq(sp, sq) =
{
1 sp 6= sq,
0 otherwise. (22)
The MRF is inferred via graph cuts [Boykov et al. 2001]. There
are only two alternative outcomes for each vertex: (i) it fully obeys
the observation term, i.e. labels the vertex with the scale at which it
is most salient, or (ii) it rejects it and assigns a different label. Typi-
cally, most points are assigned the same label and these points com-
prise the non-salient regions. All other points comprise the salient
regions.
Sample segmentation results are shown in Figs. 23(a)–(c). Note
how some points on the top of the lid of the teapot with low saliency
values are converted into salient points; some points in and around
the junction of the handle and the main body of the teapot with high
saliency values are converted into non-salient points.
To demonstrate the robustness of our saliency-guided segmen-
tation method, we added Gaussian noise to the original meshes
and then compared outputs of our method and of thresholding-
based segmentation guided by Lee’s mesh saliency. As shown in
Fig. 23(d)-(f), our approach can still distinguish salient regions in
the presence of a considerable amount of noise. For the teapot,
the salient regions produced by our method remain intact while
the thresholding-based method only generates fragments across the
surface. Similarly, for the foot, our method produces a complete
and continuous salient region despite the presence of noise. In con-
trast, Lee’s method fails to recognise meaningful salient regions.
Lacking a mechanism to impose neighbourhood consistency, Lee’s
method trusts the per-point saliency values too much and fails in
the presence of noise, when such values are unreliable.
5.3 Saliency-guided scan integration
Scan integration is a crucial technique for constructing a com-
plete 3D surface model from multiple scans. Earlier scan integra-
tion techniques based on volumetric methods [Curless and Levoy
1996; Dorai and Wang 1998; Sagawa et al. 2005] or mesh methods
[Rutishauser et al. 1994; Sun et al. 2003; Turk and Levoy 1994]
can only cope with well-registered scans. When the registration er-
ror has similar magnitude to the scanning resolution, these meth-
ods often work poorly [Zhou and Liu 2008]. Recently, more robust
techniques such as k-means clustering-based integration [Zhou and
Liu 2008], FCM integration [Zhou et al. 2009] and an MRF-based
method [Paulsen et al. 2010] have been developed which can toler-
ate a certain degree of registration error and scanning noise. In this
section, we propose a saliency-guided method to integrate multiple
scans comprsing meshes with holes and boundaries, and show how
it significantly improves the integration.
Given two registered 3D scans, P1 and P2, we first employ the
saliency-guided segmentation proposed in Section 5.2 to partition
each of them into salient and non-salient regions. Then, two differ-
ent schemes are used to integrate points in salient and non-salient
regions respectively. In this way, our method redistributes registra-
tion errors within each scan in such a way as to ensure that salient
regions suffer less from registration errors. Compare this to global
registration which redistributes registration errors uniformly across
scans.
5.3.1 Integration in non-salient regions. Firstly, the overlap-
ping and non-overlapping areas of both P1 and P2 are efficiently
detected: a point in one scan is deemed to belong to the overlap-
ping area if its distance to the closest (corresponding) point in the
other scan is within a threshold; otherwise it belongs to the non-
overlapping area.
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Fig. 24. Rows: Integration results for the Bird, Frog, Lobster, Duck and Teletubby scans. From left to right: one of the input scans (ground truth), saliency
map of that input scan, volumetric method [Dorai and Wang 1998], mesh-based method [Sun et al. 2003], FCM [Zhou et al. 2009], k-means clustering [Zhou
and Liu 2008], MRF-based method [Paulsen et al. 2010], our saliency-guided method
Next, we compute the normals for the points in the overlapping
areas using the method in [Zhou et al. 2009]. We set S1 and S2
to be the points in the non-overlapping areas of P1 and P2 respec-
tively. We then compute a point set Soverlap which represents the
integrated points from the overlapping areas. To bring the corre-
sponding points closer to each other, each point P in an overlap-
ping area is shifted along its normal N towards its correspond-
ing point P∗ by half of its distance to P∗. A sphere with radius
r = 1.5R, where R is the average edge length of the scan, is then
constructed, centered at each such shifted point from P2. If other
points fall into this sphere, then their original unshifted points are
retrieved. The average positions of these unshifted points is then
computed and returned. The set of all such positions forms the
point set Soverlap. The integration result in the non-salient region is
Pnon−salient = Soverlap ∪ S1 ∪ S2.
This strategy compensates for registration errors, as correspond-
ing points are moved closer to each other. It does not alter the tan-
gential spread of the overlap, as points are moved along their nor-
mals.
5.3.2 Integration in salient regions. To achieve accurate inte-
gration, integration in salient regions does not rely on point nor-
mals, which are typically unreliable in the presence of noise. In-
stead, we use the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm to reposi-
tion points in salient regions, to reduce the errors caused by inac-
curate registration. Although ICP is a classical method to register
entire scans, it has also been used for local registration [Brown and
Rusinkiewicz 2007]. In our method, ICP is merely applied to points
in salient regions. Doing so has four advantages. Firstly, register-
ing the whole dataset is more problematic as it usually includes
noise such as outliers or clutter. ICP applied to local salient re-
gions is less likely to suffer from noise, as we are now dealing with
a small number of points. Secondly, the initial transformation be-
tween neighbouring scans is usually a good enough initial estimate
for refinement. Using ICP for local refinement is more likely to pro-
duce a reliable result (than when using it for overall registration).
Thirdly, using local ICP offers more accurate registration at salient
points; this is desirable as salient points are visually more impor-
tant than the non-salient points. It essentially provides a desired
error distribution which typically leads to a visually better integra-
tion. Fourthly, local ICP is more efficient than global ICP, as fewer
points are involved.
In detail, for points in salient regions, we first detect the overlap-
ping area using the same scheme as for integration of non-salient
regions. Then, we employ the ICP algorithm to align points from
both overlapping areas, starting from the initial correspondence
found. This process not only repositions some points from P1, but
also provides updated correspondences between points from P1
and points from P2 in the overlapping areas. We simply integrate
each pair of corresponding points by averaging to obtain the inte-
grated point set Soverlap. Points in S1 and S2, i.e. in the salient
non-overlapping areas, remain unchanged. The integration result in
the salient region is again Psalient = Soverlap ∪ S1 ∪ S2.
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Fig. 25. Integration errors for different integration methods and different
datasets.
Finally, we obtain the integrated point cloud Pintegrated =
Pnon−salient ∪ Psalient. If there are further scans, we next combine
Pintegrated and the next input scan P3. After all input scans have
been integrated through this procedure, a single integrated point set
is obtained. We may then triangulate the final integrated points us-
ing methods such as the power crust [Amenta et al. 2001] to make
a surface if desired.
A visual comparison of different integration methods is shown
in Fig. 24. The saliency-guided method produces noticeably better
integration in visually important regions such as the eyes, mouth
and wings of the bird, the eyes, fingers and pocket (on the chest) of
the Teletubby, and the toes, eyes, and mouth of the frog. Since these
regions are ones to which human attention is drawn, the integration
result is perceived to be better overall—the errors have been moved
to less salient regions where they are less noticeable.
Analysing the results produced by different methods in more
detail, we first observe that the volumetric method fails to pro-
duce a clean surface model. The mesh-based method and the k-
means clustering approach produce improved surface models but
also sometimes generate fragments (around e.g. the frog’s toes,
the Teletubby’s ears, the lobster’s eyes, and the duck’s neck and
mouth). The pairwise MRF and FCM methods produce clean sur-
faces, but ones which tend to suffer from oversmoothing. Fig. 25
shows a quantitative comparison through integration errors [Zhou
and Liu 2008] which measures the average squared Euclidean dis-
tance between the integrated points and their closest points in the
input range scans. Our saliency-guided method performs best in
terms of integration error.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented a novel method for detecting mesh
saliency, a measure that tries to be in accord with human percep-
tion. Unlike previous methods which operate in the spatial domain,
we capture information corresponding to mesh saliency in the fre-
quency domain. Previous methods relying on center-surround local
operators tend to capture local saliency, while the proposed spec-
tral mesh saliency method outputs a saliency map which captures
globally salient, primary features. We have also considered the un-
derlying reasons why spectral mesh analysis is useful for saliency
detection.
We have demonstrated how incorporating the proposed mesh
saliency can both visually and quantitatively improve the results
of several graphics applications such as mesh simplification, mesh
Fig. 26. Limitations. Some high level saliency is not captured by our
method.
segmentation and scan integration. Note that we do not claim
that our saliency measure is superior to other measures such as
mesh curvature or shape index in all respects—just that spec-
tral mesh saliency is another useful tool. We hope our work will
inspire further investigation into frequency-based techniques for
mesh saliency detection.
Future work will focus on how to incorporate high level cues into
saliency detection. This is motivated by the limitations of the cur-
rent framework. As shown in Fig. 26, we fail to detect the breasts
as salient in a woman model. A challenge for combining such high
level cues of human perception with a low-level computational
model is that some of them are inconstant, typically depending on
the gender and the age of people involved in the user study. For the
glasses, our method does not capture the central points of interest
in each lens suggested by [Chen et al. 2012]. Ultimately, however,
such high level cues cannot be captured by a geometric approach
alone, as they rely on semantic information. Human users expect
to see eyes at the centers of the lenses, as eye contact is an impor-
tant medium of communication between humans; breasts provide
an easy clue to help distinguish whether a stranger is male or fe-
male.
We are preparing some psychological experiments to further in-
vestigate the striking similarities of mesh saliency computed via
spectral processing and human provided results. It will also be
interesting to explore further novel applications of mesh saliency
such as range image registration and shape from shading.
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